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ABSTRACT

A

While manipulating the touchpad, a user’s hand position
must be away from the keyboard’s home position. This effect hinders smooth switching between text entry and pointer
manipulation, and is considered to be the one of the major
drawback of the touchpad against to the trackpoint. This
paper introduces ThumbSense, a new input technique aims
to solve this problem by automatically sensing users’ input
mode based on finger contact
to the touchpad. A key on the

keyboard, such as the F  key, transparently acts both as a
normal key as well as a mouse button. This technique is implemented by using the sensor feature of the touchpad, and is
possible to apply most of currently available portable computers without requiring any additional hardware/sensors.
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Figure 1: Comparison of hand positions (A, B: Without
ThumbSense. The user’s hands are off from the home position. C, D: with ThumbSense. The user can transparently switch between the text (C) and mouse (D) modes.)

INTRODUCTION

Touchpad is one of the most popular input devices for portable
computers. This device detects finger position based on capacitive sensing and can be used as a mouse compatible input
device with the combination of attached buttons. However, in
contrast to Trackpoint, users of touchpad are forces to change
their hand positions from the keyboard home position to the
position of the touchpad (Figure 1). Although it is not impossible to operate the touchpad from the keyboard home position by stretching thumbs toward the touchpad buttons, it is
neither comfortable nor natural. In contrast, Trackpoint is designed to be operated while the user’s hands are on the home
position. Because of this difference, users who are capable
of touch-typing tend to prefer trackpoint to touchpad.
This paper proposes a new interaction technique, called ThumbSense, to allow touchpad users to manipulate it while keeping
the keyboard home position.

 The primary idea is to use keyboard keys, such as F or J keys, as mouse buttons. The
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put modes, typing and mouse operation modes, by sensing
whether the user’s thumb is contacting the touchpad surface.
ThumbSense

The touchpad senses the users finger position based on capacitive sensing. It also detects finger contact to the touchpad, and thus it can be used as a kind of touch sensors, but
this feature has not been effectively used in previous user
interface systems. The ThumbSense recognizes user input
modes using this touch sensitivity. When a user’s finger
(thumb) touches the touchpad, the system automatically becomes the ”touch-mode”

 and preocesses keyboard keys. For
example, the F  and J  keys act as mouse buttons. With
this feature, users of ThumbSense can operate the touchpad
without moving their hands away from the home position.
To enter characters, users can
 simply lift their thumb from
the touchpad, and F  and J  keys return to the normal
keys. This touch-sensing feature provides transparent mode
switching between the key-input and the mouse-operation
modes without requiring explicit mode change commands.
The mouse ”wheel” button can also be emulated;
moving

the thumb on the touchpad while pressing the S key would
cause wheel motion events.
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Figure 2: The state transition diagram.

Figure 3: An example of multi-button mouse operations.
One of the keyboard keys is bound to the application
switch function. By simply typing this key, it acts as the
normal task-switching key (i.e., ALT-TAB of Windows),
but sliding the thumb (finger) on the keypad, the task selection pie menu appears on the screen.
to the window that is obscured by another window. With
ThumbSense, dragging can be modified by pressing other
keys. For
 example, a user can start dragging operation by
touch- F , and change
 the window order by pressing E 
without releasing the F button.
IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 2 shows the state transition diagram of ThumbSense
for emulating the mouse. Basically, the system distinguishes
the key-input and the mouse modes based on finger contact. However, during the ”drag” operation, the finger is often lifted for repositioning (because of the limited area of
the touchpad), and thus the user’s finger is temporarily away
from the touchpad. To consider this situation, the system enters the ”drag” mode when the user first presses the emulated
mouse buttons (i.e., corresponding keyboard keys). While
the user holds the mouse buttons, the input mode is fixed to
the mouse emulation mode regardless of the finger contact to
the touchpad.
INTERACTION WITH MULTIPLE-BUTTON MOUSE

As described in the previous section, ThumbSense emulates
the normal mouse device with three buttons (the third button
could be a wheel). Since the keyboard has more than three
keys, it has a potential to design interaction techniques that
has multiple buttons.


Symmetric
mouse button assignment:
We can define F ,



J as the
 leftmouse button, D , K as the right mouse button, and S , L as the wheel button. This symmetric assignment enables flexible mouse operations with either by one
hand or two hands (e.g., both mouse buttons and the touchpad can be operated by the right hand).
As a new modifier key: ”Touch” can be regarded as a new
modifier key. For example,
a user could

 launch the mail application by touch- M (pressing the M key while touching

the keypad), or change the window order by touch- E , etc.
These key operations can be followed by mouse operations.
Within a drawing application,
a user could directly create a

rectangle by touch- R  dragging (i.e., without selecting a
”rect” tool). Another example is also shown in Figure 3.
Enhance mouse operations: While performing a drag operation, it is often the case that we want to drop an object

The ThumbSens system is implemented as a taskbar software
module for Microsoft Windows. ½ It intercepts keyboard and
mouse events, and generates and delivers appropriate events
according to the state transition as shown in Figure 2. Since
this event emulation occurs at the OS level, no modification is required to applications. The low-level APIs to the
touchpad are also used to detect finger contact to the touchpad. Currently, two major touchpad devices (Synaptics and
ALPS) are supported, and can be used with the most of the
existing notebook computers.
CONCLUSION

The ThumbSense is a new interaction technique that allows
users to operate the touchpad input device without put hands
aware from the keyboard home position. This feature solves
one of the major drawbacks of the touchpad against to the
trackpoint. ThumbSense can be regarded as a kind of sensory enhanced user interfaces [1, 2]. Unlike these previous
systems, ThumbSense uses the feature of the existing input
device, and thus can be widely used with currently available
notebook computers without requiring any additional hardware or sensors.
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